Abstract-In this paper we present a framework for the teleoperation of pick-and-place tasks. We define a shared control policy that allows to blend between direct user control and autonomous control based on user intent inference. One of the main challenges in shared autonomy systems is to define the arbitration function, which decides when to let the autonomous agent take over. In this work, we propose a model and training method to learn the arbitration function. Our model is based on a recurrent neural network that takes as input the state, intent prediction scores and user command to produce an arbitration between user and robot commands. This work extends our previous work on differentiable policies for shared autonomy [12] . Differentiability of the policy is desirable to further train the shared autonomy system end-to-end. In this work we propose training of the arbitration function by using data from user performing the task with shared control. We present initial results by teleoperating a gripper in a virtual environment using pre-trained motion generation and intent prediction. We compare our data aggregation training procedure to a handcrafted arbitration function. Our preliminary results show the efficacy of the approach and shed light on limitations that we believe demonstrate the need for user adaptability in shared autonomy systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is anticipated that robots will be able to assist humans in various tasks, from assisting people with motored impairments to performing tasks in environments inaccessible or too dangerous for humans, such as disaster environments, underwater, or outer space. However, current robotic technology is unable to achieve full autonomy and robots still lack in robustness in dynamic environments which makes teleoperation appealing. Traditional approaches to robot teleoperation [14] rely on the user assigning low-level (direct control) or mid-level (traded control) commands to be performed by the robot.
Typically, difficulties originate from limited situation awareness and discrepancy between the human and robot morphologies. This can lead to human operational errors, which can be compensated by extensive prior practice. One way to mediate these difficulties is shared control, combining human intelligence with the robot's autonomy.
Shared autonomy is an active field of research [2, 11, 15, 6] . These systems rely on two components: 1) prediction of user intent 2) blending user vs. autonomous controls. Arbitration refers to the blending strategy [2] . One common form of blending is through a linear combination between user and agent policies [2, 1, 17, 5] . The arbitration parameter α can depend on different factors such as the confidence in the user intent prediction [2, 5, 17] , or considering the difference between each commands [1] .
In previous work [6] , authors have reported that users prefer to keep control as much as possible and prefer arbitration over hindsight optimization, despite optimality. However, defining an arbitration function that is nor too timid (i.e., only gives assistance when very confident) nor to aggressive, is generally difficult and interpreting the noisy confidence estimate of the intent prediction is prone to errors. Hence, in this work we propose an initial step towards a general shared autonomy approach where arbitration strategies can be learned from user interaction. We do this by computing an optimal blending parameter in hindsight, and train an RNN by supervised learning to predict optimal arbitration. The system is trained by data aggregation which is beneficial for two reasons. First, it reduces state distribution shift [16] and second, it allows the system to adapt to users online.
Our framework is based on a differentiable graph model of the policy, see Figure 1 , that integrates motion generation, user intent inference and arbitration. The motion generation module is trained to mimic a trajectory optimizer. The intent inference module is trained to predict goal distributions using data collected in a direct control phase. In our experiment the arbitration function is either hand-crafted or trained through user interaction.
To assess the efficacy of the approach, we define a teleoperation task where a user controls a virtual gripper using velocity commands using hand motion v hand . We perform a pilot user experiment and compare completion times on two different tasks: with and without obstacles.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Managing autonomy in teleoperation
Any robot to be teleoperated presents a certain level of autonomy. Managing this autonomy is crucial in the design of a teleoperation system [3, 18] . Bellow we present the three most relevant ways of managing the autonomy in supervisory control [4] .
1) Direct control: The operator manually controls the robot; no autonomy is involved on the robot side. The robot is controlled in a master-slave interaction. An example of directcontrol is the control of each DoF of a manipulator using a joystick.
2) Traded control: The operator initiates a sub-task or behavior for the robot and the robot performs the sub-task autonomously while the operator monitors the robot. In the DARPA Robotics Challenge (DRC), most teams implemented this approach by having the operator specify the object to be manipulated or goal location to walk to. The robot then performed the task using motion planning algorithms [14, 13] . This approach is particularly relevant to low bandwidth teleoperation.
3) Shared control: The operator and the robot simultaneously control the robot. To solve the control blending strategy, approaches include using model-free deep reinforcement learning [15] in discrete action spaces, or formulating the problemas a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) and solving the problem using hindsight optimization [6] . However, this approach results in mixed user's satisfaction compared to policy blending [2] despite improved task performance. Our work is based on a shared autonomy framework, where we learn the arbitration (i.e., blending strategy). In our experiments we compare our work with a direct control approach.
B. Imitation Learning
Inverse Reinforcement Learning [10, 19, 8] can identify the optimal criterion used when taking sequential decisions and is often utilized in the inner loop of shared autonomy systems. However, it solves an ill-posed problem that suffers from reward and policy ambiguity. In this work we rather apply a simple behavior cloning approach for a goal that is predicted using a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which provides confidence scores.
Our approach is based on similar ideas developed for imitation learning, namely data aggregation [16] , which consists of iterative supervised training and user interaction to learn an arbitration function without covariate shift. This is necessary since the user behavior depends on the arbitration function itself, introducing a learning feedback loop. 
III. METHOD
We created a simulated 2-dimensional pick-and-place environment as shown in the top-left image in Figure 1 . The robot is a simple freeflying 2DoF gripper (depicted in blue). Let x ∈ X the continuous robot state (position, velocity) and a u ∈ A u , a r ∈ A r , a s ∈ A s be the continuous actions (velocity) of the user, autonomous agent, and the shared autonomy agent. The square objects represent a discrete set of possible goals g ∈ G. The task is to control the gripper using hand motion to pick the gray object and retrieve it back to the green goal position.
A. User intention inference
The autonomous agent must first predict the user intentions before assisting the user action. We predict the likelihood of intended goal position given observed hand movement as a 28x28 discrete heatmap grid over the environment (see Figure  2 ). We train a Long Short-Term memory (LSTM) network, followed by a convolution transpose layer to predict value for each grid cell. The module is trained on direct control data from 19 participants (approx. 1400 episodes).
Previous works have proposed different ways to compute confidence values for the goal and defined a fixed relationship between confidence and arbitration [2, 5, 17] . Here, we directly use the scores c ∈ C from the grid corresponding to each object g i . The predicted goal object g * = argmin o k n=1 c n is the object with the maximum sum of scores over a time sequence k.
B. Motion generation
Given a predicted goal, the autonomous agent generates an optimal action at each timestep. We train a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) network to mimic trajectories generated from a Gauss-Newton trajectory optimizer [9] . This step is similar to the first step of guided policy search (i.e., supervised learning based on optimal control data of pick-and-place motion given the positions of the object to grasp and the position to place).
The motion generation policy π r is regressed to the whole state space. Thus, given the state of the robot and the predicted goal object g * , we can infer the optimal action v robot at 1 and 3) . Alpha (cyan), grabbed state(light green), confidence (purple) and baseline timid arbitration (orange) [2] , as a function of time steps (2 and 4). In the later run, the arbitration module learns to give control authority back in the first phase of the grasping motion to compensate for low confidence values, resulting in a smoother trajectory. Note v agent in red always point to the right in the direction of a wrongly estimated intent.
each timestep. The network is trained using 3000 successfully optimized trajectories. For the environment with obstacles, we use 24K optimized trajectories.
C. Arbitration learning by hindsight data aggregation
Different arbitration functions can lead to different assistance behavior of the shared autonomy agent. It is difficult to define a fixed arbitration function considering how well the the intent is predicted and the user's preference to assistance levels. When the goal predicts and assists for the wrong goal, the user should keep control authority and guide the robot towards the intended goal. We consider the learning problem of an arbitration function that takes into account the failure in intent prediction as well as the user's adaptability towards assistance.
We record teleoperation (i.e., direct and shared control) trajectories and calculate the optimal action in hindsight at each timestep using the motion generation policy, which we call hindsight action a h . The aim is to find an arbitration value α such that a s matches a h . A commonly used blending function is:
However, here we consider a slightly different control policy where the user keeps authority over velocity and is solely assisted with the gripper direction. Hence, arbitration is simply an angle θ, between user direction a u and autonomy direction a r . Therefore, we use the following non-linear blending function:
where R is a rotation matrix and θ = αθ ur . That is, α is the fraction of the angle θ ur . Which, leads to the following equation for α:
where θ uh , θ rh , θ ur denote the angles between a u , a h and a r , a h , and a u , a r andâ u ,â h denote the unit vectors of corresponding actions. That is, α is the ratio between angles θ uh and θ ur when a h lies between vectors a u and a r , we clip α when a h is outside of this range.
We use a LSTM network followed by dense layers to predict a value and minimize the mean squared error between predicted and target alpha values. The network is pretrained using direct control data. Training the network only with direct control data is unlikely to generate a robust arbitration function as α becomes close to 1 when the user intent inference is correct.
Hence, we iteratively collect sets of data in shared control mode using arbitration predicted by the network and aggregate into the dataset. The model is then retrained using the aggregated dataset. This online training allows to capture the disagreement between a u and a s such that the user can have more authority when the shared autonomy agent's policy differs from the user's.
IV. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
We first performed user experiment with eight subjects and asked to execute the pick-and-place (using a Leap Motion hand gesture sensor). The 2D environment is displayed in a tilted angle to simulated a perspective view from the camera mounted on a robot.
Note that in this experiment, we do not perform arbitration learning but calculate a confidence value from intent prediction and map it to an arbitration function similar to [2] .
Subjects performed the experiment for two different modes, (i.e. direct and shared control), for a sequence of 12 episodes twice in random order. Subjects were allowed to practice each mode for a very short time before the test. The experiment was repeated in both with and without obstacles present environments. Figure 4 shows the result of average completion times for both control modes and environments.
From the environment without obstacles, it is shown that shared autonomy improved the performance of teleoperation. However, in the environment with obstacles, the performance using the shared autonomy is slightly lower than with direct control. This is caused by the incorrect user intent prediction, which was trained in an environment without obstacles. The curved trajectories made by the participants often lead to wrong goal predictions. As a consequence subjects had to "fight" the controller to make the gripper move towards the subjects' true intention. This could be alleviated by carefully characterizing confidence and arbitration function, however, it shows the need for an adaptable arbitration that takes into account the inaccuracy of the prediction and user's behaviors.
Next, we show preliminary results using our arbitration training model. We show pick-and-place execution performance in the 2D environment with no obstacles using the model trained with different sizes of the teleoperation dataset. Five subjects performed the experiment using four arbitration function models 10 times each in a random order. Each model shown on the x-axis in Figure 5 indicates the arbitration model trained with the aggregated dataset. Each model is initialized using the parameters of the trained model on its left. The first model is trained using 30 shared control episodes using the model pretrained with 100 direct control trajectories. The second model is trained using 60 shared control episodes using the model initialized with parameters of the first model. Using each model we collect 30 new trajectories and the data is aggregated in the dataset. In the same way, the third mode denotes the model trained with 90 episodes (30 new + 60 in dataset) with the model parameters restored from the second mode.
The overall task performance using trained arbitration showed better performance compared to direct control performance shown in Figure 4 . Also, it was similar to that using the the linear blending arbitration function. Between different trained model settings we could see a performance increasing, this shows that the more episodes are aggregated to the dataset the more the arbitration becomes robust. This is also shown in Figure 3 where the shared control trajectory using alpha trained with 120 episodes is smoother than the shared control trajectory using alpha trained with 30 episodes, which means that the user gained more authority in shared control when the user intent inference model predicts the wrong goal. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we introduced a differentiable model and training method to learn arbitration functions and show preliminary results using the proposed framework. We performed a pilot user experiment where it was shown that we can learn an arbitration to substitute hand-crafted arbitration functions.
Future work includes extending user experiments and showing improvement in qualitative as well as quantitative results. In addition, we plan to test our framework using a robot setup based on [7] as shown in Figure 6 as we believe that we can transfer the 2D simulation policy to the planar teleoperation of the end-effector in task space control. Thus, our goal is to express a formalism for shared control that is able to be trained end-to-end for a robust shared autonomy system that can adapt to each user and provide seamless blending between user and robot.
